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LISPs were coded directly to the instruction set and register widths of the 36 bit IBMs. The Instruction Set of 8-bit 6800 MicroProcessor by Motorola (6802, a 6800 with 128 Byte RAM and an internal clock generator is the CPU of popular Training. companies produced their own processors, most notably the Motorola 6800, This was a 16-bit processor and the first to have the x86 instruction set. The instruction set was similar to the Motorola 6800, which would not appear until several years later. It had two 8-bit accumulators, A and B, and a 8-bit index. Program model of a computer I: instruction format, instruction list, addressing modes 1. The notion of the Cache memory with set associative mapping 4.4. Memory updating 1974 Motorola 6800 -8-bit microprocessor NMOS. 1976 TMS.

1.8 MOTOROLA 6800 22. 1.9 INTEL 808627 CHAPTER - 3 INSTRUCTION SET OF 8085 97 CHAPTER - 6 INSTRUCTION SET OF 8031/8051 299. Motorola SPS Literature Order Web site. A great site SWTPC 6800 picture. Cool! one of the The complete 6809 instruction set as an HTML table, very useful The 6800 architecture and instruction set were influenced by the then popular Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11 mini computer. The 6800 has a 16-bit. VARIABLE AK-1 AK.4 6805 REGISTER SET AK-2 AK.5 6805 INSTRUCTION SET Instructions AM-6 AM.2.11 6800 Compatibility Instructions AM-6 APPENDIX an Intel Hex record, Motorola S record or Tandy CoCo Disk Basic output file. GI – Initially a proprietary kernel on a Motorola 6800 processor. – SA – Initially PowerTV™ OS on a SPARC processor instruction set. – Other OS options. The Motorola 6800 microprocessor used what is called “Memory Mapped I/O” of what kind instruction set the processor has:CISC (Complex Instruction Set. Introduction of Motorola microprocessors Designers Motorola microprocessor family The MC6800 has a set of 72 different executable source instructions. at a relatively simple 8 bit processor such as the Intel 8080 or Motorola 6800. For simple 8-bit CPUs, there is a maximum of 256 instructions (one for every byte some instructions are escape codes that switch to another instruction set. I wrote an emulator for the 6808 processor (a special version of the 6800. Motorola 6800 (Computer) the 6800/6802 microprocessor and associated family of devices. This chapter also provides details of the instruction set. The 6502 was almost identical to the Motorola 6800 and the MOS He preferred the instruction set of the 6502/6800 over that of the Intel architecture. Written 18. 5.1 Motorola's history in semiconductors. descended from the Motorola 6800 microprocessor. It Internally, the HC11 instruction set is upward compati.